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THE LUDIC HOME

W I F E  F O R  S A L E !
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s “They are a bit backwards. 
It’s almost like being in the 
Victorian market.”

“I think the new market was 
designed by a woman and she 
hasn’t got a clue.”

you can’t take photos here!
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SMITHFIELD TODAY SMITHFIELD FUTUREOLD SMITHFIELD

Smithfield is a district located in Central London, part of Farringdon Without, the most westerly ward of the City 
of London, England.

In the Middle Ages, it was a broad grassy area known as Smooth Field, located beyond London Wall stretching to 
the eastern bank of the River Fleet. Given its ease of access to grazing and water, Smithfield established itself as 
London’s livestock market, remaining so for almost 1,000 years.

In the past Smithfield was a shocking area where many different activities were happening. During 15th and 16th 
century it was one of London’s main execution sites. The Smithfield Market was the biggest livestock market in 
the city. The sense of death and mortality was imbedded within this area. In contrast, Smithfield was also a place 
for public gatherings, tournaments and Bartholomew’s Fair where people were celebrating, enjoying the play and 
drama.

The market for me looked and felt like a show stage. Many different actors, many different scenes. Protestors, 
police officers, market traders, drivers. Loud voices, laugh, cleaning machines and emergency lights. All of these 
sounds, people and actions creates a noisy and chaotic scene.  

Even until these days, there is a strong sense of traditions within the market. Based on the documentary and the 
interviews with the market traders I noticed that many of them talks about their job as a way of life, they do not 
want to change or break the traditions.

Smithfield market feels like a very masculine place, where most of the staff are men. They also expressed a very 
narrow and archaic approach about the women.

The Smithfield area for many years used to be a place for Bartholomew’s fair. The Bartholomew’s fair was a trading 
event for cloths and other goods. Through many years it had changed and grow up into a pleasure fair. The fair 
featured sideshows, prize-fighters, musicians, wire-walkers, acrobats, puppets, freaks and wild animals. It was a 
place where people from all classes would gather and celebrate for a few days.

The Smithfield Market in a way is like a place of the show. Before Christmas they host a meat auction. It attracts 
many people from various areas, there is always a bargain between traders and buyers. The market traders feel 
like close family members, as they mentioned in BBC documentary for them a job is their life. When I visited the 
market, it was the end of the open time and few of the market traders were dancing and having fun.

Relocation of the market will leave a huge void not only in the building and area, but also in the history. Thus, my 
idea is to highlight the historical fact of play and sense a community.

What if Smithfield Market site would turn into a communal living room – a place for entertainment and joy?

This manifesto shows my concept idea of the home – 
a performance making machine. It highlights the past 
of the Smithfield area (Bartholomews Fair, theatre 
and play) and connects with the local community. 
The Ludic Home inhabitants will share their interest 
in performing arts, live and produce plays in one 
house, including script writing, scenography and 
costumes making. The space will open to public 
members at certain times and invite them to watch 
the process of making the performance. The house 
conceptually will become the behind the scenes 
space and showcase all the work that goes into the 
performance preparation that is usually hidden from 
the public.

A link to the project video: https://youtu.be/
RJz6cvloAMo

The project brief was to reimagine the future of 
home, Smithfield area after the meat market will be 
moved out and create a new space within the empty 
building. Relocation of the market will leave a huge 
void not only in the building and area, but also in the 
history.

THE SITE

The site sits in between one of the most famous London nightclubs Fabric 
and authentic Turkish restaurant Reina. The site is also in front of the 
Smithfield Market. The building is Grade II listed and was used as meat 
inspector’s office. The front facade is quite symmetric which creates a 
sense of harmony and balance.

aged materials

different levels of transparency

traces of past

new inhabitation

worn surfaces

The building is rich in details. 
It has many traces of the 
past. Aged and worn surfaces 
are telling the history of the 
building and its age. 79-83 
Charterhouse is vacant at the 
moment, however, there is a 
different inhabitation in there. 
Birds and moss occupy the 
front facade.

parquet flooring

door details

entrance hall details

detailed window frames

bricks hidden behind

The interior has many details 
as well. Different floor finishes 
indicate previous use of 
the room, decorative tiles 
– entrance hall, parquet – 
office. The door has different 
panelling, there are fireplaces, 
mouldings on the walls, and a 
lot of timber work.

https://youtu.be/RJz6cvloAMo
https://youtu.be/RJz6cvloAMo
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79-83 CHARTERHOUSE
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1 Suspended track lighting in the temporal 
accomodation area.
2 Perforated metal inhabitants staircase. (RAL 9016 
White Traffic finish)
3 Reused doors painted in red.
4 Timber handrail - viewing platform.
5 Plywood for the mobile rooms.
6 Furniture wheels for the mobile rooms.
7 Reused timber parquet.
8 New bleached oak flooring.
9 New terrazzo flooring.
10 Exposed existing brick.
11 Perforated metal inhabitants staircase. (RAL 9016 
White Traffic finish)
12 Exposed existing steel structure.
13 Nylon mesh fabric - temporal stay rooms.
14 Timber joists with clear matt lacquer seal coat - 
temporal stay rooms frames.
15 Existing oxidized copper.
16 Existing Portland stone - front facade.
17 Sheer curtains - different density curtains will 
create different levels of transparency. 
18 White linen curtains with cut-outs to hide and 
expose chosen moments.
19 Track lighting in the workshops.
20 Clear Wave glass blocks - new extension.
21 Frosted glass blocks to create more privacy in 
bathrooms - new extension.

Collage on the right is showing the atmosphere 
and the possibilities of The Ludic Home. 
Collage explores reuse of the existing details, 
the relationship between the existing building 
features and new insertions, social interaction 
between different users’ groups. The line 
between the new and old is blurred therefore 
the building is celebrated. Certain moments 
are exposed, blurred or hidden. Looking up the 
structure becomes more exposed, unfinished 
and symbolises theatre fly system.

Conceptual video showing the idea of building 
exposing the interior and the process of making 
the performance. Architecture is constantly 
changing thus the view is controlled and public 
can see only certain moments. Who can control 
what is seen and what is not?
A link to the video: https://youtu.be/dr6AIEO-
3Eq8

https://youtu.be/dr6AIEO3Eq8
https://youtu.be/dr6AIEO3Eq8
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The building is changing during the day. At night time the building is “sleeping” and the curtains 
as well as the front doors are closed.

During the day time curtains are open at the ground floor level and public members are allowed 
to step into the building up to the suspended screens. Reused doors from the building are 
turned into viewing links, public members can open and close them and have glimpses of what 
is happening inside.

In the evening the building is open to the public members. The curtains and screens are lifted 
and people can enter the building.

Scale 1:130 (A2)

NIGHT TIME

FRONT ELEVATION DURING DIFFERENT TIME OF THE DAY

DAY TIME EVENING TIME
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BASEMENT GROUND FLOOR FIRST FLOOR SECOND FLOOR THIRD FLOOR

Basement is dedicated to laundry facilities such as 
washing, drying and clothes ironing. It is connect-
ed to the ground floor through the staircase and 
lift which allows to transport high quantities of cos-
tumes made in the ground floor workshop.

Public experience: writing room is placed on the right side in the very front, 
thus the first thing the public can see is the writing process. Public entrance 
is widely open to the street, inviting and connects the building more with the 
surroundings. The staircase slightly comes forward and invites to enter. There 
is a seating area in the centre which allows community members to stop and 
admire the secret moments of the costume making and make-up preparation.

Inhabitants experience: inhabitants have their private entrance in the middle 
which allows them to be unseen if they want. They have a control of moving 
screens and curtain dividers and can choose what is seen and what is hidden. 
There is one mobile room on the ground floor.

Public experience: from the ground floor public members enter the 
first level of the viewing platform and can see, hear some fragments 
of performance rehearsals. In order not to reveal everything and keep 
the interest and curiosity in the final show curtains are used to blur the 
view and reveal just chosen moments. Moving forward visitors can 
look through the reused old window towards the inhabitants’ kitchen. 
In this way their private life is challenged and exposed at a certain 
level. 

Inhabitants experience: first floor is a combination of the cooking, 
eating and rehearsing spaces. It is a floor for practising as well as 
socialising. The old door is reused in a surreal way. From the public 
members’ side it looks as it is in the middle of the wall but from the 
inhabitants’ side it plays as a one way social interaction tool. It allows 
for the inhabitants to look and observe the public.

Second floor is dedicated to the scenography workshop and mobile 
rooms. The void between the rehearsing space and the workshop 
above allows props movement and creates visual links. Mobile rooms 
can be moved and rearranged in different ways to allow for private or 
shared sleeping spaces, bigger workshop space.

There are 4 permanent stay rooms on the third floor. The dividing 
timber frames are suspended while the furniture is free standing. 
There are pivoting screens that can be transformed into a table 
or a bench in order to connect two adjacent rooms and allow for 
more social interaction. 

Mobile Rooms create more flexibility and allow 
inhabitants to choose how they want to use the 
room, have a private space or share it with other 
inhabitants. Rotating screens allow more privacy 
and can be moved based on the inhabitants 
needs.

Shared Space

Privates Spaces

Mobile Room when it is not in use

Exploded axonometric drawing 
showing a typical temporal stay 
room.

Suspension Rods and 
Hooks

Nylon Mesh Fabric

Suspended Timber 
Joists Frame

Room Divider - Collaboration 
Desk

Free Standing Furniture Unit

Perforated Metal Flooring

Room divider can be used in two 
ways: to divide rooms and create 
more privacy or it can be opened 
and turn into a desk that can be 
used from both sides.

MOBILE ROOMS PERMANENT STAY ROOMS

Semi-Shared Space
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VISUALS

SECTION CC
Scale 1:100 (A2)

PERSPECTIVE VIEW SECTION DD
Scale 1:100 (A2)

View towards costume making workshop. View towards rehearsal space. View towards inhabitants kitchen. Door is reused in a surreal way and 
becomes one way social interaction 

window.
Scenography making workshop.
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